social ignorance of physicians about the lived lives of our patients.” We could not agree more. Part of the inspiration for our study was one of the authors (LP) taking a house call elective as a medical student with the other author (SL). During the elective we traveled to neighborhoods both poor and rich, to homes with well-manicured yards, and to those with refuse lying around. Every doorway we crossed offered new insights into the lives of our patients and, as Ian McWhinney2 so eloquently stated, “we could see the history and dreams of our patients on the walls”. We witnessed the struggles of both the patients and their family members to achieve the best care they could in their situation. In some houses the pill box was easily located, schedules of home health nursing and physical therapy appointments were available, food was in the refrigerator, the house was clean. In others, medications were disorganized, with empty bottles begging to be refilled, and urine stains were evident on the couch from when the patient did not have help to get up. The Japanese residents mentioned by Dr. Frey were correct in saying that a physician can never truly understand their patient’s lives unless they make house calls. As family physicians wrestle with practice transformation and ascending the levels of the patient-centered medical home, we hope more physicians take the ultimate patient-centered step by driving to their patient’s home to better understand and contextualize the lives and choices faced by our patients.

Lars Peterson, MD, PhD
American Board of Family Medicine
Lexington, KY
lpeterson@theabfm.org
Steven Landers, MD, MPH
VNA Health Group
Red Bank, NJ
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Re: The Impact of Prior Authorization Requirements on Primary Care Physicians’ Offices: Report of Two Parallel Network Studies

To the Editor: Morley et al1 report a range of possible estimates and that our studies do not believe that our report describes an improvement in efficiency over earlier estimates. Rather, it estimates costs using an entirely different method than previous studies and comes up with different results. It is our feeling that the studies we cited—by Casalino et al,3 Morra et al,4 and Sakowski et al5—represent the high end of a range of possible estimates and that our studies represent the low end. True costs are probably somewhere in the middle and are certainly dependent on the context, as Schneider points out.

Regarding processes that may have affected cost outcomes, we currently are analyzing the existing data set using inferential statistical techniques. There are early suggestions that practice characteristics (particularly the use of electronic health records) might play a role. However, the exact mechanisms and relationships between processes and costs are by no means certain. We hope to describe results from our secondary analyses in a future report. Regardless of what we find, a much larger study than ours would be required to answer definitively questions about the effects of particular processes on prior authorization costs.

Christopher P. Morley, PhD
Department of Family Medicine
Department of Public Health & Preventive Medicine
SUNY Upstate Medical University
Syracuse, NY
morleycp@upstate.edu
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The above letter was referred to the author of the article in question, who offers the following reply.

Response: Re: The Impact of Prior Authorization Requirements on Primary Care Physicians’ Offices: Report of Two Parallel Network Studies

To the Editor: In the letter regarding our study of prior authorization costs,1 Schneider2 describes a “seemingly dramatically improved efficiency compared with earlier studies.” This is an incorrect reading of our results. We do not believe that our report describes an improvement in efficiency over earlier estimates. Rather, it estimates costs using an entirely different method than previous studies and comes up with different results. It is our feeling that the studies we cited—by Casalino et al,3 Morra et al,4 and Sakowski et al5—represent the high end of a range of possible estimates and that our studies represent the low end. True costs are probably somewhere in the middle and are certainly dependent on the context, as Schneider points out.

Regarding processes that may have affected cost outcomes, we currently are analyzing the existing data set using inferential statistical techniques. There are early suggestions that practice characteristics (particularly the use of electronic health records) might play a role. However, the exact mechanisms and relationships between processes and costs are by no means certain. We hope to describe results from our secondary analyses in a future report. Regardless of what we find, a much larger study than ours would be required to answer definitively questions about the effects of particular processes on prior authorization costs.

Christopher P. Morley, PhD
Department of Family Medicine
Department of Public Health & Preventive Medicine
SUNY Upstate Medical University
Syracuse, NY
morleycp@upstate.edu
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